


Box Latch Medium
Black: 10 for $19.99
Color: 10 for $20.98 (blue, neon green, yellow or red)
Color Pack: $30.99 (15 total units)
3 each of 5 colors (blue, neon green, yellow, red & black)

Box Latch Large
Black: 10 for $24.99
Color: 10 for $25.99 (blue, neon green, yellow or red)
Color Pack: $38.99 (15 total units)
3 each of 5 colors (blue, neon green, yellow, red & black)
Black with 2 Anchors: 10 for $39.99

Box Latch Anchors
10 for $23.49

Box Latch Corner Clip
Black: 10 for $24.99
Neon Green: 10 for $25.99



OPEN/CLOSE INSTRUCTIONS
For use on tops and bottoms, multiple Box Latches™ may be used with or without Anchors.

Try all four options.

OPTION A - Slide On
1. With box flaps closed, slide Box Latch between flaps 
A & B from either direction and move to center.

2. Open: Slide latch off in either direction.

OPTION B - Push On
1. Close: With thumb pressure on ribs, push lower wing of 
Box Latch under Flap A.

2. Press down with thumbs on ribs of opposing wing C, 
insert flap B between latch wings.

3. Push flaps A & B down and together to fully close. 

4. Open: Slide latch in either direction or lift flaps with both 
hands to remove it or leave one side attached to remain 
with box.

OPTION C - With Anchor(s)
1. Close: Close first flap as per Option B.

2. Push anchor C down locking tooth through flap A.

3. Press down with thumb(s) on ribs of opposing wing D, 
insert flap B between latch wing. 

4. Push flaps A & B down and together before latching 
second Anchor E.

5. Open: With one Anchor, lift unanchored flap with both 
hands. With two, unlock one and lift flaps. Leave latch 
attached to prevent misplacing it or remove and store 
for reuse. 

BOX LATCH Corner Clip - Holding Flaps Open
Upon customer request we created our new Box Latch 
Corner Clip. The clips hold flaps down and out of the way 
for filling and emptying. The clip rails and rims allow for 
open boxes to be stacked.


